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Big Fish was alone because it was so big. It could not play with little fishes.
Some little boy and girl fishes were bad. Big Fish became a bad fish, so that it could play with little bad fishes.
But then it could not play with little bad fishes because it changed into the Worst Big Fish in the ocean, and did all kinds of bad deeds, like stealing water from the ocean.
For this reason, no bad work remained for the little bad fishes to do.
Little bad fishes said, "We do not like just to see you do bad things. We like to do bad things, too. So, good bye."
And then Big Fish became the best fish in the ocean, so that it could play with little good fishes.
But again it did every good thing, like giving water. Little good fishes saw this and were jealous, so they left Big Fish for good!
And so, Big Fish was all alone in the ocean.
One night, the Moon saw Big Fish in the ocean. The Moon came down from the sky and jumped in the ocean. Hi," the Moon said.

Big Fish said, "Hi. Why are you alone like me?"
"Because I am the only moon in the world," the Moon replied.
"I'm the most lonesome fish in the ocean. I think we can easily be friends together," Big Fish said. The Moon replied, "Why not!" The Moon was full of water, and Big Fish jumped into the Moon's belly.
Now, Big Fish had a big friend. They could speak and laugh together. From the sky, Big Fish could see everything on the earth, and it saw that its ocean was only a part of the earth, not all of the world.
But suddenly one night, the Moon started to shrink, and each night it became smaller and smaller.

Big Fish watched the changing but could not do anything. It could not help the Moon the way it did when it was in the ocean.
Big Fish felt that a heavy thing had fallen on its heart. The heavy thing made drops of water in its eyes. Water grew more and more each moment. Finally streams of water ran down the face of Big Fish.
Oh yes, for first time, Big Fish started to cry because the Moon was its only friend in the world, and maybe it would be alone again.
Big Fish could not stop making water in its eyes. Water grew more and more, and finally changed into rain and came down from the sky.
Now, it has been thousands of years since Big Fish first made rain fall on our earth. Whenever Big Fish rains, water falls from the sky in drops all over the earth.
Big Fish rains on deserts.
on jungles,
on farms,
and even on oceans.
Now, the heavy rain is coming down in my city.
And I am sure Big Fish would like to rain on many cities. Maybe tomorrow on your city!
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